PROVISIONING

TRUSTED BY

Provision Risk-Proof SAP ®
User Role Assignments
Automatically

ERP Maestro’s Provisioning solution enables the automated, secure and compliant provisioning of roles in SAP, allowing
role owners and IT administrators to track role requests, including approval, assignment or escalation of risks. Built-in
Segregation of Duties (SoD) conflict detection in the solution helps identify potential risks before they can be introduced
into the SAP environment.
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Key Feature

Automated Provisioning End-to-End
Operating with automated user provisioning eliminates the otherwise time-consuming, tedious work involved in manual
processes—and it can help remove errors in bestowing access rights that may create violations leading to increased
risks and non-compliance. With automated workflows, employees—or any users, such as contractors or partners—can
be easily and securely onboarded or offboarded without fail. Approvals are routed and confirmed swiftly before access
permission is granted. Removal of access occurs just as rapidly and efficiently.
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